The strategy looks good to me. There is only one aspect which I think it would be worth while to put some emphasis on.

Considering the fact that most industries move there sales and service channels more and more into the mobile and web space there is one discipline which is heavily lacking enough qualified IT resources who are able to produce user friendly interfaces which are intuitive and easy to use.

If Hong Kong's respective Universities would embark on User Interface design for those spaces it could create very much a leading role for HK in the global IT industry. What kind of success is possible if UI design is done right is proven by Apple with there IOS applications and devices.

To make UI design a focused and standard discipline as part of computer science studies in HK might be a great advantage not only for its students but could as we'll create a unique global position for HK in that space.

Maybe that is something you might consider to position as we'll in the Digital 21 Strategy.

Please don't hesitate to reach out to me if you would like to discuss the matter or have further question.

Best,
Christoph